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Testing on  
coupled system 
Our nonlinear experimental host structure 
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Thouverez (2003) Presentation of the ECL benchmark. Mech Syst Signal Process 17:195–202 
Our target is to mitigate the 1st nonlinear resonance 
SDOF system 
Nonlinear experimental host structure 







F = 0.01N 
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[Den Hartog, 1928] 
[Brock, 1946] 
[Asami, 2003] 
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m2 = 1% mbeam 
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Practical realization based on “simple” beams 
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Practical realization using 3D printing 
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The effects of the real absorbers on the host structure   
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Conclusions 
The TVA can be designed analytically: 




NLTVA allows to maintain equal peaks in nonlinear regimes 
and the experiments validated the concept: NLin + NLin = Lin 
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